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THE TOYMAKER GLOOMY BUT THEN AGAIN SOMETIMES HAPPY

(1) How can a person practically drowning in our usual, daily, dirty, diurnal dreck possibly attempt to engage, full-time, in the production of Magical objects? That is a simple question which, I imagine, virtually every person who prides himself on being both a serious craftsperson and a good citizen of our ordinary, everyday world must, after all, ask himself or herself every now and then. Good heavens!—just try waking up first thing in the morning with a few nice, clear Visions of Bliss in your head, and then try perambulating just a few blocks beyond the relative safety and calm of your own house or apartment—and see how long your otherwise probably quite cheery, creative early-morning attitude survives even that little stroll into madness and disorder! Yes, if only as a form of mental exercise, just try calculating the exact effect that even your very first everyday encounters with the external world and the people in it, exert upon you and your early-morning psyche and disposition—and see then whether you feel like going around all day long, thinking playful, creative thoughts, chuckling pleasantly to yourself, and generally smiling and laughing! (2) I don't know how you feel about it, but for years and years, particularly from the point of view of a person practicing our own, would-be benignly optimistic profession—that of struggling Manufacturers of colorful and sometimes even relatively amusing toys—I've felt that this constant placing of myself into bad moods by the conventional world, practically amounts to theft! Theft of my good moods, theft of my creative, inventive capacities—theft of my peace-of-mind! Don't you, yourself, think that most of us spend a whole lot more time than we should have to, defending ourselves against the incursions of a virtual slew of tedious mentalities, intent on slipping themselves into our mental or even actual billfolds? (3) Still, we press on! As devoted Toymakers, of course, we must! The children, after all, want to be entertained! The public is practically crying out for novelty! (4) And besides, there is at least one additional reason to press on: It must be admitted—must it not?—that we ourselves sometimes get miserably bored...! And so, occasionally (sometimes when we least expect it!),
we feel the sudden need to try to produce, in counter-response, a pretty doll with eyes sharp and bright enough to light up the world; or, sometimes, a stuffed teddy-bear which sings whimsical tunes—and which, every now & then, sometimes even dances....